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ABSTRACT 

A conceptual design of a fuel injection system for CTHR (Commercial 

Tokamak Hybrid Reactor) is discussed.· Initially, relative merits of the 

cold-fueling concept are compared with those of the hot-fueling concept; 

that: is, fueling \~There the electron temperature is below 1 eV is compared 

with fueling where the electron temperature exceeds 100 eV. It is con-

eluded that cold f1..1eling seei)Is to be somewhat more free of drawbacks 

'' than hot fueling. Possible implementation of the cold-fueling concept is 

exploited via frozen-pellet injection. Several methods of achieving 

frozen-pellet injection are discussed and the light-gas-gun approach is 

chosen from these possibilities. A modified version of the O~~L Neutral 

Gas Shielding Model is used to simulate the pellet injection process. 

From this simulation, the penetration-depth dependent velocity require-

ment is determined. Finally, with the velocity requirement known, a 

gas-pressure requirement for the proposed conceptual de~ign is establishea. 

T:1e cryogenic ·f uel-inj ec tion and fuel-handling sys terns are discussed. 

A possible \vay to implement the conceptual device is examined along \vith 

the attendant effects on the total system. 
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SUHl1ARY 

Possible fueling concepts were examined to determine which would 

provide the highest probability of success for application in the CTHR 

(Commercial Tokamak Hybrid Reactor). Cold fueling was chosen with this 

idea in mind. Thereafter, the particular scheme cho_sen was frozen-pellet 

fuelirig, since it provides the advantage df ~jximum fuel-particle density. 

Several methods of frozen-pellet injection were studied to determine their 

capabilities, their experimental verification, and projections for the 

future. Any characteristics which might adversely affect the normal 

operation of the tokamak \oJere taken into account. To this effect, the 

light-gas. gun was tentatively chos~n to provide pellet acceleration. 

The 0&\IL ~eutral Gas Shielding Hodel is the basic. theory used to 

determine the required pellet velocity. It has been modified, however; 

to account for operation in the commercial temperature regime ·(as opposed 

to experimental devices with te~peratures around 1 keV). The required 

pellet velocity is a function of the depth at which the pellet has 

disappeared as·a solid entity. 

From this, the pressure level and other essential estimates to be 

made on the fuel injector design have been made. This leaves only the 

c!esign of a fuel handling system to implement operation. The fuel hand

ling system has been designed so that a sufficient fuel-pellet supply is 

produced and quality control systems may be integrated into the system at 

a later date. 

Various ways were studied to locate the fuel injection system sa as 

to mirt~mize the total-system perturbation. The suggested design incorpora

ting the fuel injector into CTHR accounts for both this aspect and that of 

providing the shortest possible path to the plasma center. 

i 
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NOMENCLATURE AND NOTATION 

u _ Required pellet velocity to achieve penetration as a solid entity 
to (9../a), (inm/sec). 

(9../a) - Fraction of pressure center of tokamak to which p~lle~ is to 
penetra~~; i. e.; if (1/a) = 1, pellet penetra~es ~o the pres~ure 
center of the reactor. 

a - Dist~nce from the outer edge of the pl~~~ to the press~~~ cent!';r 
(in m). Note that this ql!antity is taken as o.9<~ ~or CTHR. .. -· ,, 

J - Electron Cl..\rreq~, further defined in Eqn. ld. 

E - Thermal e~ergy (in eV) of electrons iq fusion plas~. ~o~~i Th~~ 
= quantity is ~o~itiop dependent as·i~~ustrated t~ ~~~· l~! 

E
0 

- Thermal ~nergy (in eV) of electron~ at p~llet: su:t;";~~e. ~~~e: Th~s 
qua~tity has been t~keq as 10 eV in Eqn~ lg~ 

L(E) - Electroq ~ne~gy loss fuqction, approximated 9Y Milar~ aqd fost~r~ 
as shown in Eqn. lb, (in eV ~2 ), where E is the elec~ro~ ene.r~Y 
(in eV)~ 

m - Mass of fuel molecule (in kg). 

Mass of electro:n (in kg) . 
9.109S37 lo-31 m - = X 

e l. ! 

~ss of proton (in kg) . 1.673560 10~27. ~ - X 

nn - Mass of qeuteron (in kg) = 3.344549 X ~ 0-21. 

Po - Mass de~s~ty of solid deuterium (in kg/rn 3 ) 
. 2.059 192 . X 

y - Ratio of specific heats. 

Charge qf the electron (in C) . 1. 6021892 10~19. e - ::: X 

r - Initial pell~t radius (in m) ::: 3.073 X 10-3 • 
p 

].! - Ratio of mass of fuel molecule to the mass of a prot~m. 

n Number de:nsity of electrons in the to kama!< (in -3) Note: This - m . • 
"" quantity is position dependent; as in Eqn. lf. 

<T > - Average elec~ron. temperature of fusion plasrna O.q eV) ::: 1.3 X lQ~. = 
<n > - Average electron number density = in f4sio:n plasma (in m-3 ) '!" 9.8 X 

r- Position variable in fusion plasma, i. e., (r/a) is d~men~idnless. 

iv 
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NOMENCLATURE AND NOTATION (continued) 

M _ Mach number of the ablatant. 

~ - Ratio of the mass density of the ablatant to the mass density of 
the ablatant at the pellet surface. 

t - Ratio of distance from pellet center to pellet radius. 

m s+p - Sum of the mass of a pellet injector, shell and the mass of the 
fuel pellet (in kg). In the present ciesign, this is :a 1. 947 x 10-3 kg. 

A - Surface area of the pellet injector shell exposed to the propellent 
5 gas (in m2 ), (numerically, rr/4 (0.'03) 2 m2 ). 

L - Distance over which the fuel injector shell and pellet are accelerated 
(in m), taken here to be 0.30 m. 

u max 

r 
0 

Po 

Ps 

-Maximum attainable velocity of light-gas-gun-projectile (in m/sec), 

- Radius of pellet as a function of time (in m), 

- Mass density of a blatant as a function of time (in kg/m3). 

- Mass density of fuel pellet (in kg/m3). 

v - Speed of the ablatant (in m/sec). For the purposes of the determination 
0

' of the value of ~ (see Eqn. 2), this quantity is taken to be 400 m/sec. 

v 
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1.0 Introduction 

Hestinghouse Fusion Power Systems Department is developing a design 

for a Commercial Tokamak Hybrid Reactor, referred to henceforth as CTHR. 

In the course of the design of the reactor, it became apparent that 

fueling system design must be given considerable attention. This is 

due to the fact that the fuel must cross .. ~gnetic-field lines in order 

to effect penetration of the reacting plasma body. In spite of this, 

the subject of refueling mechanisms is new to the tokamak-reactor con

ceptual design. The idea of crossing magnetic field lines leads, basi

cally to two concepts of fueling. These are hot fueling, wherein the 

fuel consists of either ionized particles or neutral particles with a 

high thermal energy, and cold fueling, wherein the fuel consists of par

ticles with very small thermal energy. 

In the hot f~e1ing concept, the particle temperatures are generally 

above 100 eV. Some examples of this concept are cluster beams, neutral 

beams, and plas:na guns. The primary disadvantage to using hot ionized-· 

particle fueling lies in the· require1.1ent that the refueling "mixture" 

must have at least as high a thermal energy as the reacting body; clearly, 

iri order to allow electrically charged fuel particles to enter and pene

trate the confining magnetic field, their average energy :nust exceed the 

energy lvhich the magnetic field was designed to contain. The primary 

disadvantage to employing hot neutral-particle fueling is due to the 

rather small probability for interaction with the plasma; obviously, a 

waste£ully excessive amount of fuel would have to be injected to maintain 

the necessary plasma density. These requirements also c~use a secondary 

disadvantage. The inherent inefficiency of heating the fuel by an elec

tromech;:~nical device includes both the inefficiency of the device ant! the 

1 
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carnot/Rankine inefficiencies accompanying the electrical-pmver genera

tion upon \vhich the device is operated. Thus, it is probable that coid 

fueling, if feasible, will be a more efficient and a safer process. 

There are; basically, three different schemes for implementation of 

a cold-fueling concept. These are fueling by frozen .. D+T pellets, squirting 

a jet of liquid D+T, and puffing gaseous D+T from the surface of the reactor. 

All three have in common the fact .that the fuel particles are unaffected 

by the magnetic field since they are electrically neutral. The requirement 

for refueling here is that the fuel mtist.penetrate the pressure "wave" of. 

the reacting body. Obviously, the greater the density of the fuel, the 

greater is the probability of penetration, provided that the fuel-injection 

velocity is held constant. (Remember that, upon injection int·o the reacting 

body, the fuei will tend to become very quickly ionized by the surrounaing 

plasma.) This, effectively, justifies the concentration of the study on 

frozen-pellet fueling while, at least temporarily, eliminating further con..;. 

.sideration of the liquid-jet and surface-gas schemes. 

There have been many methods suggested by which· pellet injection may 

take place and, presently, some of these will be discussed briefly. How-

ever, a far more pressing question arises to the surface. How fast, i.e., 

with what velocity, must a pellet be'injected in order to achieve penetra-

tion of the reacting body and thereby refuel the tokamak? The model used 

in this paper to describe the behavior of the pellet is the ORNL Neutral 

1 Gas Shielding Model of Foster and MiloJ;.a. The model has been modified,. 

here, to fit more closely the realities of the CTHR temperature regime of 

operation. Explanation of the modification will follow in a later sectio'n. 

The first method for consideration is that of linear-resonance acceleta-

tion. 
. 2 

In this method, a pellet of frozen D+T receives a metallic coating 

2 
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and is, subsequently, electronically charged. It is then accelerated through 

an electric field to achieve terminal velocity. There are several disadvan-

tages to this system, pertaining to use in a fusion-power facility, as the 

following illustrates: 

l. The metallic coating, received by the pelle.t initially, 
enhances bremsstrahlung losses, which, in turn, increases 
the value of the critical n-c re.quired for fusion breakeven 
quite dramatically; for example, a 10% increase in brems
strahlung would be realized from a pellet containing only 
0.01% of iron. 

2. Very high accelerating potentials are projected for use in 
such a reactor (- 100 MV). To .assure that there is no 
electric-field breakdown, such a device is expected to 
requi:c:e a length of around 100 m.z The drift tube could 
be expected to be enormous. 

In spite of these disadvantages, however, velocity achievable by this type 

of system is predicted to be as high as 104 m/sec, although no experimental 

data are available to confirm the theoretical projection. 

Another method for consideration is that of freezing a jet of liquid 

into a rod which is subsequently shattered into pellets.
3 

The pellets are 

then 'allowed to drift towards the target plasma without further acceleration. 

This method has been tested experimenta~ly to speeds of 100 m/sec and is 

expected.to deliver an ultimate pellet velocity of 2000 m/sec.
3 

A third possibility for accelerating the pellet lies in striking it 

4 with a laser beam on one side. The resulting ablatant,mass causes the 

pellet to recoil and to be accelerated into tl"le tokamak with'an estimated 

. 4 
pellet velocity of 10 m/sec. Unfortunately, no experiments have been 

made ,to tes~ this idea. 
4 

A fourth possibility is to accelerate the pellet mechanically through 

the use of rotating arbor. 5 •6 The primary disadvantage of this method lies 

in the hazard to the integrity of the vacuum caused by the rapidly moving 

3 



arbor. This would necessitate a pfotective shield for the vacuum vesl:iel. 

. 5 
Termin~l velocitj is anticipated t~ exceed 1000 m/sec. 

The final method to be discussed· here is that of using a light-g~s 

gun to accelerate the pellet. 6 • 7• 8 In this method, a high-press~re 

propellent gas s trik,es a d!sk and accel'erat·es disk and pellet towards 
' 

the reacting body. The experimental velocity achi·eved thus far by 

this method is ~330 m/sec·, 7 ·Which is higher than that:. for. any other 

methqd studied·. This method has been projected to achieve veiociti'es 

. 8 
of 6000 m/s'ec,· 

As this is a c~mceptual-design paper for a possible fueling sy.stem 

of CTHR, it is requisite that a choice be made of methods by which the 

scheme of pelle~-inje~1:ion may be achieved:. On the basis ·Of inherent 

advantages and disadvantages (including l~c~ of ·expe1='iti'!ent;al evidence) an·d 

projected cap~bilities, a choice has been made for study in 'this· paper. 

The system selected and recommended for use in the CTHR design is that 

of the light-gas gun for pellet injection. 

4 



2.0 Fuel Scheme Modeling (Ablation Modeling) 

The model chosen to simulate the behavior of the pellet in the 

-fusion plasma is the ORNL Neutral Gas Shield Model. It is chosen for 

two reasons. First, the physical concepts upon which it is based seem 

logical; and the concomitant mathematical formulation is reasonably simple 

to allow numerical solution without exces-sive effort. Second, results of 

the theory in the lower-temperature regime appear to be verified by experi

ment. 7 Thus, it is· logical to apply this theory to the commercial-reactor 

tempe~ature regime. All equations to be presented here are taken from .~efer-

ence #1, in one form or another. 

First, let us examine the equation which actually predicts the pellet 

v~locity, u. 

u = K 

where 

E" = 45 <T > [1 (~)2] 2 
00 16 00 .. 

•. l <n >G (;) ZJ n -
co 2 . co 

E ~ 10 eV. 
0 

E 
I oo 

E 
0 

E 
L(E) dE Jl/3 I oo ~ 

. E L(E) 
0 

.. 

and 

5 

a 
1/3 

~ 

(la) 

(lb) 

(lc) 

(ld) 

(le) 

(lf) 

(lg) 
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There are two terms in the above equations which ate not direct 

physica:l constants or CTiiR parameters. The first is ~ and the. second is 

f(E;). 

The factor ~ is a quantity referred to by Foster artd Milora: as a heating 

parameter and is defineq thus: 

where E 

The 

= y-1 qE) r 
E; e 0 

. 2lJ rna 3 v 
0 

is in ev and L(E:) 15 in eV m 2 . 
second factor f ( E;) is defined 

f(E;) = /'#.'~ dt 
1 

J (2) 

by the following express ion: 

Solving this equation is.obviously dependent upon the fu:1ction of~ that 

~happens to assume. From conservation of flux, momentum fiux, and~e~ergy 

flux principles Foster and Milora ~erive the following coupled differential 

equations for the· reduced density, p and .the Mach number, Mas a function 6f 

the reduced position t: 

Note: 

(3a) 

(3b) 

This last equation may be derived from equation l:S of Reference fl 1:, 
but does not actually appear in this form in Foster and Milora 1 s 
report. See Appendix I for derivation and details of solution. 

To these equations, we have the following boundary conditions: 

(i} c (f=l) = 1 

(ii) dMI = 0 or M(f=~) 
. dt r = ~ \ 

6 



It is this system of equations (1, 2, 3a, and 3b) that must be solved in 

order to model the pellet ablation process. In 6rder to solve equations 

(3a) and (3b) numerically, it is necessary to have p(~=l) and M(~=l) = M . 
. 0 

These equations may be solved with the available information in one of two 

ways. The first is to guess an initial value of the Mach number and, there-

upon, use a numerical integration and shoot for the appropriate solution. 

As little or nothing is known about the initial Mach number, this can 

beco~e a great waste of computer time. To this end, another method was 

developed to determine the appropriate value of the initial Mach number. 

Due to the complex nature of the mathematics used in this method, the 

details are relegated to Appendix II. 

Initially, equations (3a) and (3b) were solved for two cases. The· 

first case was a reference .case solved previously for E; =· 1000. 1 The 

second case is for the value of ~ given by CTHR parameters. Comparison 

of the tt-1o solutions may be made by examining Figures 1 and 2. ·What we 

shall actually compare is the value of f(E;)-l ;-113 , for it is this con-

stant upon which the velocity distribution will vary. In the reference case, 

Foster and Milora obtained a value of 1.23 for f(~)-l ;-l/ 3 ; whereas the 

value obtained here is 1.156. For details of solution, Appendix I may be 

consulted • 

. These equations were next solved simultaneously for the parameters of 

CTHR. -1 -1/3 A value for f(~) E; of about 1.0978 was obtained. The pellet 

velocity requirement as a function of the quantity. (l/a) (of equation (1)) 

is plotted in Figure 3. 

Now we are ready to consider design of the fuel i!ljection system. 

7 
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3.0 Fuel Injector Des~gn 

3.1 Gas Gun Design 

The light gas gun is the type of design chosen fbr the fuel-

injection system of CT.HR, whose pertinent plasma dimens.ions are g~v~n 

by a minor radius of 1.40 m, an aspect. ratio of 4.33, and art elongation 
' . 

of 1.60. The conceptual design is shown in Figs. 4 and s. It is a 

system which is easily used in rapid-fire mode~ say, bne to three pellets 

·per second. The anticipated average firing rate is one pellet per 

second. The size of the pellet is such that for a pellet fueling rate of 

three per second, the reactor will be refueled every i.64 seconds (the 

plasma confinement time for CTHR). Calculations show that this is about 

6.146 mm in diameter (assuming.spherical geometry). 

The final parameter required for this design is the pressure used 

by the light gas gun. Since the required pellet velocity is a function 

of the penetration depth and since the required gas pressure depends on 

the velocity needed, the gas pressure may be expressed as a function of 

penetration depth. 

The gas pressure as a function of injection velocity is given by the 

9 following expression: 

m u u 
p = ~ __ m-"a.;;.;.x:c;, 

A 2L 
s 

y+l 
( (l __ u_) y-1 

umax ' 
1] 

(assuming a frictionless injection system)~ Nttmerically, with assumed para-

meters where P is the gas pressure (in Pa) and u is the required pellet velocity 

(in m/sec), one has for hydrogen gas: 

u -6 
P = 5033.7 u[(l- 6578 . 4) -1]: 

and for D+T gas: 

u -6 P = 3187.7 u[(l- 4166 •0) - 1] 

8 
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The required gas pressure is plotted. as a function of the penetration 

fraction in Figures 6 and 7 for elemental hydrogen and a deuterium-tritium 

mixture, respectively. 

This brings up one final question. What type of performance can we 

expect from a light-gas-gun such as that which is conceptualized here? If 

the performance of the gun were limited to that already achieved by others,
7 

i.e., a pellet-injection speed of 330m/sec, the pellet would disappear 

as a solid entity after penetrating about 25% of the distance to the pres-

sure center (see Fig. 3). The maximum performance to be expected of a 

light-gas gun employed in the refueling of CTHR is determined by assuming 

that the maximum applicable propellent pressure is 100 GPa. Thus, the. 

perfornance limit for the D+T propellent is found from Figs. 7 to 3 to 

result in a penetration of about 45% of the pressure-center distance, 

achieved with an injection velocity of approximately 3600 m/sec. Based 

on Figs. 6 and 3, the limit for the H2 propellent turns out to be some-

what l1igher, say a maximum penetration of about 50%, corresponding to an 

injection velocity of approximately 5500 m/sec. The exiremely high 

pressure assumed above is justified when one notes that this value !!lay 

be decreased by a factor of 5 to 10 were this design modified such that 

each shell could be used only for a single shot. 

3.2 Fuel Handling System 

The fuel handling system prepares the D+T pellets and subsequently, 

makes them available to the fuel injection system. To make fuel hand-

ling simpler, the pellets have been given a cylindrical shape in place 

9 
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·of the spherical one assumed earlier in th~s ·r:eport. The net; r:~s\,llt of 
3 

this is a cylin.der diame.ter ./i6/ 3 times the sphere's radiu$. 

and a height equal to the diamet;er. The effect~ of this geoq~etry shift 

on ablation are unkn,own but, obviously, ·exp~cted to be s.mall. [Not:e 

t;hat the ratio of surface area to volume is il'\creas~d-· only by ~b<;>ut 15 

percent.] 

Th,e fuel ha~~ling system works on th.e following principl~s (se~ 

Fig. 8). Initially, the D+T mixture is cooled by a liquid, nip:-ogep stage. 

The next: sta~e, which liquifies the fuel, is a 1;-:i,.quid heli~ st:C3,&e .• 

These discrete steps are suggested ~ince the pellets will be It].ass pro.,-
. ' 

duced and liquid he·liut1l i$ more expensive than J,.iquiq nitrogen. The 

very cold D+T mixture (5 to 10 K) is injected into a mold whose temp-

erature is maintain~d at 4. 2 K by the lic:ui.ci l)eliu~ until the pellet~ 

are frozep. Th,e newly formed peJ,.lets are subsequently ~jected from the 

mold by the liquid D+T for the next cycle of pellets. Several of t;hese 

pelJ,.et makers could be in operation simultaneously and quaJ,.ity ccmtrol 

may be instituted if and where necessary. 

Nuw th6,t the fuel t'ellce:J have been fort\'\cd, t;hoy ~y be lg:i~aci into 

the fuel injector mechanically. The remaining proble~ is to implemept 

the system into CTHR. 

3.3 Implementation into CTHR 

For implementation into CTHR, several crit:E;!ria· must l;>e taken into 

account: 

1. The pellet must ta~e the shortest path pOS$ib~e to the fu~ion 
plasma. 

10 
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2. The amount of radiation shielding used to isolate the system 
from the environment should be minimized within good safety 
practices. 

3. The fuel injection system must be located at a position in 
the system to make maintenance feasible. 

4. Surrounding systems (and subsystems) must be affected as little 
as possible by the introduction of the fuel, injection system. 

These goals are attained as shown in Figures 9 and 10. Figure 9 illus-

trates the overall system and how each of 3 injector systems may be put 

into CTHR. In Figure 10, a closeup view is provided, to illustrate main-

tenance possibilities and to illustrate better radiation-shield require-

ment and system implementation. As can be seen from Fig. 9, interaction 

of the fuel inj~ction systems with CTHR is very limited, indeed. 

11 
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4.0 Conclusions 

After rejection of several hot-fueling schemes because of inherent 

difficulties anticipated in practical implementation, the three possibilities 

of tokamak refueling with cold fuel were considered: liquid:...fuel-jet 

injection, gas puffing, and frozen-pellet -injection., It was concluded that 

pellet fueling appeared to be the most likely of these three alternatives 

to succeed as a practical scheme. Several methods by which pellet fueling 

could be impiemented into CTHR were then investigated. This led ·to the 

further conclusion that the iight-gas-gun approach ent~iled probably the 

fewest number of real drawbacks. The ORNL Neutral-Gas-Shielding-Model 

was used to model pellet ablation in CTHR and a required pellet injection 

velocity was determined as a function of required penetration-depth in 

the CTHR plasma. On this basis, a conceptual design for a light-gas-gun 

fuel-injection system for CTHR was developed and the gas-pressure require-

ment for the device was determined. Finally, suggested means for imple-

mentation into the overall design of CTHR have been discussed. 

It must be recalled, however, that the penetration-depth requirement 

for CTHR has not been firmly established. This penetration-depth require-

ment will ultimately dete.rmine the potential feasibility of the design pre-

sented in this report. To this end, such a study is highly recommended. 

In conclusion, the findings of this study are as follows: 

1. If it is determined that the required penetration depth must be 

50% of the pressure center distance or more, the light-gas gun 

will most probably not succeed in refueling CTHR. 

2. If the required penetration is between 45% and 50% of the pressure 

center distance, the D+T propellent mixture will most likely not 

12 
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succeed in achieving the required injection velocity, but the 

light-gas-gun design might be practically feasible with H
2 

as the 

propellent. 

3. If the required penetration depth is between 25% and 45% of the 

pressure center depth, the proposed light-gas~gun· injection system 

should be able to refuel the CTHR, with either propellent. 

4. If the required pen~tration depth is less than 25% of the pressure 

center distance, the proposed scheme of light-gas gun injection will 

be able to achieve the necessary penetration velocity based on 

c.urrently tested and proven state-of-the-art technology. 

13 
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Appendix I. Solution of the System of Coupled Differential Equ~tions 

The set of coupled differential equations (CDE's) given by Foster 

and Hilora 1 are as follows: 

2 (1-H ) dM 
dr = 

1[p 0 ] 3 dr 0 -3 
-- --2 p . dt . 

s 

_Q_ C!Sr2) -1 r2 d (M2 p r.4) -1 +--
dr y dr 

(y-1) 
p 

e L(E) where ; (~)3 - 2 Ps . m· 

2 2 and where r (l v = -r Ps 0 0 0 0 

e' L(E) 
m 

= 0 

J r 
0 

dr 
__<2. 
dt 

J r (y-1) 
0 

dr -3 
0 

dt 

(1) * 

(2)* 

(3)* 

(4)* 

Equations (1), (2), and (4) represent the laws of conservation of energy, 

momentum, and mass, respectively, and equation (3) is merely a simplifying 

definition. 

* ·. 1 
Equations (1) through (4) are taken from Milora and Foster. 
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First; find an approximate value.for E,; valid for the conirrtercial .Plasma 

density and temperature regime. Equation (3) may be expressed in the 

followihg form (through the use of equation (4), if~ is given by the 

average over the reacting body: 

(Y-1) e <L(E)>. r 
E; 0 = J 2 m 3 

vo 

.; ekT/2;m where J = n e 

Calculations for ~ show that, for CTHR, this value is approximately 

1.53 X 104 . 

Now, derive a set of coupled differential equations solvable by 

(Sa)* 

(5b)* 

computational methods wherein the solution for p(r) may again be integrated 

.. d . ~ 1 1 f ~-l/ 3 f(~)-l to prov1. e a numer~ca va ue . or ., · c. • 

Substitution of equation (3) into equation (1) yields the following, 

upon rearrangement of terms: 

(6) 

Equation (2) is somewhat more complex to solve for P(r) but is done in the 

* 

following manner. Use the chain rule to obtain the following: 

d 
d~ 

+ 

Rearranging terms: 

d (~) [1 + ~] +.!__ 
dt' pt2 yM2 y(5 

Equations (Sa) and (Sb) are 

d [-·1-] 
dt M2t2 

also taken 

26 ' 

= 0 

.d 
dr 

from Nilora and 

= 0 

Foster. 
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Again using the chain rule yields: 

d 1 
d ~ (-?) 
" ~~ ... 

d' 
dt = 0 

This may be reexpressed as follows by differentiating and then multiplying 

. 2 2 
the equation by -yM ~~ : 

1 d 
dt 

The following results from using the chain rule of differentiation and com-

bining terms: 

Upon rearranging terms further, the following is found: 

,., 2 2 
(l+;ML) ~~ =-~ r~(~t2)3 M2(l+yM2) -; + t (1-M2) - ~y;l)M + y~ (1-M2)] 

1-M l 

This may be reexpressed in the following form by combining terms: 

Combining terms a~ain in the above equation yields: 
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Finally, the relationship describing p (r) is obtained by ·solving the 

~ above equation for dt • 

(7) 

and again: 

dM M -=--
dt l-M2 

(6) 

The boundary condition on the above system bf equations (cf. Foster arid 

Milora)* are as follows: 

~(t=l) = 1 

M(t=co) · = /5/y 

(8a) 

(8b) 

This system of equations may be solved in the following manner. Since 

the second boundary condition, shown above, is somewhat irtappropriate, two 

possibilities exist for the solution of eqns (6) and (7). These are: 

(i) Shoot a solution by assuming a value for M(t=l); or 

(ii) Solve the above system of equations for M(t=l) but as this is a 
somewhat complica-ted procedure, it is descrioed more or less tully 
in Appendix II. 

In any case, equations (6) and (7) may be .solved Simultaneously to find 

p(r) (and M(r)) and finally,p(r) may be integrated to yield a value for f(t;) 

-1/3 -1 . . 
and thus.; f(.;) . This must be done numerically, seince equations (6) 

and (7) are sufficiently complicated that, were they uncoupled, it is doubt-

ful that they could be solved in closed form·, but they ~ be solved. 

In the computer·· program that follows, Hamming's fifth ord·er general 

predictor-corrector has been used with a fourth order Runge-Kutta-Gill starter 

to solve the CDEs. ·The program then solves for ;-113 fcO-l and uses this quan-

tity to determine pellet velocity requirements.· It was this ptograhi that 
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generated results for figures 1 and 2 (solutions of equations (6) and 

(7) for ~ = 1000 and ~ = 1.53 X 104) and figure J, Velocity requirement 

as a.function of pellet penetration. Pressure requirement figures were 

generated by a separate computer program, not suppl~ed here~ 
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PI•3.1415926535S9793D+OO 
GAMMA= 1 • 4 0-+00 
PSI~O.O+OO 

:oo 105 J•1oNol ~ 
PSI= P.S l+W I Jl *fll EMAX*X IJ II 

10 5 CCNT INUE 
;;A:-:'EI6ol· . .ZIPS! 
HI· iEI6t131RPrVO 

P~., =,IS I* I GAMMA-I. 0+ 001 IZ .O+'lO*E/ XM*RP/V0••3*0SQA TC E*E11AX/3. 0+00/ PI 
S/1 6605710-27/548.5790-0oi*ON 

T= MAX•Z.0+00/3.0+00 . 
REA0(5,ZJA1SAVErA2SAVE 
S=-1.0+00/3.0+00 
CRIT=OSQRTI5.0+00/GAMMAI 
RE~D15r61NSAVrHSAV 
READI5,6JNTA8LE 

110 CONT HIUE 

A0057 
A0058 
·A0059 
A0060 
A006l 
A0062 
A0063 
A0064 
A0065 
A0066 
A0067 
A0068 

READISi2rEN0=9991XMACH,OELTA 

'A0069 
A0070 
A007l 
AOOll 
A0073 
A0074 
A0075 
A0076 
A0077 
A0078 
A0079 
AJ080 
A0081 
40082 
40083 
A0084 
A0085 
A0086 
A0087 
A0088 

C • ••• • ***AONOl 
C•••• o.o••AON02 
C••u THE PURPOSE OF TillS, AN CBVIOUS ADDITION TO Tt-:E MAIN PROGiUM, IS ••u40N03 
t•••• TO K~UUCE THE CPU SUT MAINTAIN THE INTE~RITY IN COMPUT~TJUN. ••~•AON04 
,., ... SINCE THE FOLLOwiNG SECTICN CNLY COMPUTES THE \t~LUE CF 'THE •*UAON05 
C•••• VARIABLE, CONST; IT IS SUSMITTEO HERE AS COMPUTED IN EARLI~R RUNS•••~AON06 
C•••• IN THE FORM OF A DATA STATEMENT. THE SECTICN CF PROGRAM WHICH ****AON07 
C•~•• FOLLO~S IS THEREFO~E 8YPAS~EO, YIELDING A CPU SAVINGS OF A80UT **"'*AON08 
t••••· 90:C. •••oA0/-109 
c•••• ••••~ONlO . c•••• * ••*AON11 

DATA CONST/1.09776345588615600/ 
IFIIPAGE.GT.OJGO TO 337 
ROSAV=l.O+OO 
RHOSAV= 1.0+00 
NINC•S.D-3/HSAV+S.O-J 
IFIHINC.LT.llNiNC•1 
NEkTAS=O 
I NIT IL'"l 
ti=HSAV 
RO•ROSAV 
YOI1J=XMACH 
YO! 2J=::nOSAV 
FPSI=O.O+OO 
NC=2 
A 1., A l'S,\'IE 
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AON12 
A0Nl3 
A0089 
A0090 
A0091 
A0092 
A0093 
.\0094 
AOv95 
A0096 
40097 
A0098 
A0099 
AOlOO 
A0101 



I SN 0087 
I SN 0088 
I SN 008~ 
ISN 0090 
I SN 0091 
ISN 0092 
I SN 0093 
I SN 00~4 
I SN 0095 
I SN 0096 
I SN 0091 
I SN ll099 
iSN0101 
ISN 0102 
ISN 0103 
I SN 0104 
ISN 0105 
I SN 0 i 06 
I SN 01 o7 
1 SN :nos 
I SN 0109 
I SN 0 1 i 0 
I SN 0 l i 1 
I SN 01 iz 
I SN 0 113 
I SN 0114 
I SN 0 115 
ISN 0116 
I SN 011 7 
I SN 0118 
ISN 0119 
15~0120 
I SN 0 121 
I SN 0122 
I SN 0123 
ISN 0124 
I SN 0 12 5 
ISN 0126 
I SN 0127 
I SN 012 8 
I SN 0·129 
I SN 0130 
I SN 0 131 
ISN 0132 
I SN 0 133 
1 !!:~ o 134 
ISN 0135 
I SN 0 i 36 
I s·N 0137 
I SN 0138 
I SN 0 1_.0 
ISNJ141 
I SN 0142 
I SN o 14.3 
l·SN 0144 
I SN 014 5 
ISN Oi4b 
IS~ OH7 

A2•A2SAVE 
ER•l•f-14 
lf~KG•-1 

WRI TEI6; 14iPS1 
WRITEI6olSIA1SAVE;AZSAVE 
WRITE I b ,1911tH tl L ,IIOSA~, RHcSAV oXI1AcH 
WRITEI6,23lfi'Si 
WRITEI6,i1liPAGE 
I PAGE= I PAGE+ 1 
NSTOREcO 
lfll'tEWTAB.EQ.OlWRITEI6;ZOllTA8LE 
IFINEWTAb.EQ.11WRITEI6,2111TABLE 
WRITEI6o241 
NEWTA8"'1 
LINES=O 

1iO CONTINUE 
Nal003 
CALL HA11MINtRO;YO;NC;N,HoA1;Ai;E.,R;Y,IoY2i~l,W1;W2;Wji~4,6iEW,NOI 
NSTOREcNSTCRE+100d . . ' 

.Na 1001 
00 200 J=3oNoZ , 
FP S·l =FP.S I+ IY I J-2 ,z 1+4< Of'OO•Y IJ-.1 ,z I +YI J 2J j •CABS (H 1/3 • 0~00 

ZOO CONJiNUE . . 
00 300.J=NSTART,N,NINC 
WRITE( 6,19lJ,R(Jl ,YIJ 0 2l ;YIJ ,11 
K=K+l 
RPOSIKl =RI Jl 
MACHIK I=YIJ,ll 
CENSIKI=YIJo21 
LINES=LINES+1 
IFIL INES-201300,250i250 

251) CONTINUE 
IFIJ+125 -N12l5,300,3'0 

275 CONTINUE . 
WR!TEI6;1111PAGE 
I PAGE= IPAGE+1 
WR!TEI6,2111T~BLE 
'IIR ITEI6 ,241 
LINES=O 

300 COIH INUE 
N=N-1 
lfRKG=IFRKG+1 
DO 320 J=1,4,1 
DO 310 L"1o.'IC,l 
YIJ tl.l=YIJ+N,l:l 

310 CONTINUE 
R ( J I = R I J +N l 

320 CONTINUE 
NST.:.RT=NJNC+i 
IFINSTORE.CE.NSAVIGG JO 330 
Gd to 1.!0 

330 CONTI~UE 
~RITEI6,1111PAGE 
I PAGE= IPAGE+'l 
YNEFF=Y(N,li/CRIT•l.02 
HRITEib,1diX~~CH,tNEFF 

WRITEI6,251NSTriR~ 
. LlMOR=F I loRrY ,N) 
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A0102 
A0103 
A0104 
AOlOS 
A0106 
AOlOl 
A0108 
A0109 
A0110 
AOlU 
AOllZ 
A01l3 
AOlU 
AOllS 
AOl16 

. A0117 
AOL 18 
A0119 
A0120 
A0121 
1\0122 
A0123 
AOlZ4 
A p liS 
A0126 
A01Z7 
AO 128 
A012CJ 
A01JO 

. A0131 
1\0132 
A0133 
A0134. 
AOiJS 

,A0136 
AOiJ7 
1\0138 
AO iJ9 
A0140 
A01'•l 
A014i 
A0143 
A0144 
A014S 
A0146 
A0147 
AUl .. l! 
AO 149 
.\0150 
·' 0 l5l 
A0152 
A015j 
AO 154 
A0155 
,\0156 
A0157 
A0158 
A0159 

I 



I SN 0148 
I SN Olit9 

I SN 0150 
I SN 0151 

.I SN 0152 
I SN 0153 
I SN OU'o 
ISN 0156 
I SN 0157 
ISN 0158 
I SN 0159 
ISN 0160 
I SN 0161 
I SN 0162 
ISN0163 
I SN 0 161t 
I SN 0165 
ISN 0166 
ISN 0167 
ISN 0168 
ISN 0169 
I.SN 01l0 

I SN 0171 
ISN 0172 
I SN 0173 

.I SN 01 7tt 
I SN 0175 
I SN 0176 
I SN 0177 
I SN 0179 
I SN 0179 
I SN 0180 
I SN 0181 
I SN OlSZ 
J<;N OlU 
I SN Ol8't 
I SN 0185 
I SN 01'16 
I SN 01d7 
I SN 0189 
I SN 0190 
I SN 0191 
ISN 0192 
I SN 0193 
I SN 019't 
I SN 0195 
ISN 0197 
I SN 0198 
I SN 0199 
I"SN 0200 
I SN 0 20 l 
I SN 0202 
I SN 0203 

I 
ISN 0204 

I 

I 

WRJTEC6o221NSTORE,RINioYINolloYCNo21oOMOR 
VAlUE•l.00/4,00/CCZ.DO+IGAMMA-l.OOI•YtNoli••ZI/PSI/YINoli••Z/11.00 

S+GAMMA•Y!Noii**ZII••S 
FPSiafPSI+RCNJ••Cit.OO•SI•VALUe 
CONST•PSI••S/FPSI 
WRITEC6,231f.,SI 
lilU T E II>, 1 71 CONS T 
IFCYNEFF.LT.90.JGO TO 3'o5 
00 333 lP"loKol 
PUNCI1 3, RPCS ll PI ,MACHI I PI oiP 

333 CONTINUE 
00 336 IPaloKol 
PUNCH 'toRPOSI.IPI ,OENSC IPI,lP 

33 6 CGNT I~UE 
33 7 CoN·r HIUE 

WKI TE16o 1111 PAGE 
IPAGE"IPAGE+l 
XINIT•O.OOO 
lCOUNJaO 
X~O,Z.OI41022200*1.6605710-Z7 
XMt•548.5790-6~1.660571D-Zl 
XMH•1.:JQij6652200•1.660571D-27 
A=CCNST/CPI*XMEl••I1.00/6,00I•IXM0/2.059021**14.00/9.00l*OSQRTIEI• 

SC2.350191••12.00/3.001*(4.00•PiiJ.OOI••IS.00/9.00JO(l.500/l,6001** 
S 17.00/6,001•1 3.00/XMHIU Cl.00/3. 001/T**I 1.00/t.OCI . 
8=9.00/3.7603 . 
C=-4.09602/3.80700 
OARG;2,d20801/1,057500 
FVOL=4.DO•Pl/3,00•RP•RP•RP•Z.05902/0N/X~O 

338 CONTINUE 
WRITEI6r261XINIT 
H,.l,D-2 
Vl•GCT,HI/(XM/XMHI**(l.OO/J,OOI/FVOL~•I!.00/9.001/UN**IZ.00/9,001 
IoRI TEI6 oZ71Vl 
H=- 1.0-3 
V2•CCT,HI/CXM/XMHI**Il.OO/J.COI/fVOL•*I5.00/9,00I/UN••C2.00/9~001 
:-!~!HI&,271'/2 

XP~;,n=l.UU-XINIT 
!COUNT= ICGUNT+l 
PUilCH 28, XPENET ,vz, ICOliNT 
XINII~1.00-XPENET•Z.0-1**1.D-2 
IFt~CDIICCUNT,oi.EQ.OIGO TO 339 
liRITEioolOI 
CO TO 340 

339 CONTINUE 
WiU TEl boll I I PAGE 
11',\Gt= IPAGE+l 

340 CONTINUE 
IFtV2.GT,l.02l~O TO 338 

345 CCNTINUE 
WR I T E I o, 11 I I PAGE 
li'AGE=IPAGE+1 
I Til OLE= I TABLE+l 
GO TO 110 

999 CGNTINUE 
STOP 
END 
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AOlbO 
A0161 
A0162 
A0163 
A016<\ 
A0165 
AOU6 
A0167 

· AOU& 
A0169 
A0170 
AOl 7l 
A0ll2 
A0173 
AOll'o 
A0l75 
A0176 
A0177 
A0178 
A0179 
A0180 
A0181 
A0182 
A0183 
.A0181t 
A0185 
A0186 
AOU7 
A0l88 
A0189 
AJ190 
A0191 
A0192 
A0193 
A0194 
A0195 
A0196 
A01?7 
AO 198 
A0199 
A0200 
A0201 
A0202 
A0203 
A020'o 
40205 
A0206 
A0207 
A0208 
A02J9 
A0210 
A0211 
AOZlZ 
A0213 
A021 1t 

A02l:. 
A0216 



1 SN 0002 
1 SN 0003 
1 SN OOO't 
ISN 0005. 
I SN 0006 
1 SN 0007 
1 SN 0008 
isN ooo9 
I SN 0011 
I SN 0012 
I SN 0013 
i SN OOllt 
1 SN 0 015 
I SN 0016 
I SN 0017. 
1 SN 0 019 
1 S/l 0019 
I·SN Oil20 
ISN 0021 
1. SN 00.(4! 
I SN 0023 
I SN 0024 
I SN 0025 
ISN 0026 
I SN 0027 
1 s.~ ooza 
I SN 0029 
I SN 0030 
I SN 0031 
I SN 0032 
I SN 003't 
i SN 0035 
I SN 0036 
I SN 0037 
I SN 0038 
I SN 0039 
I SN OO'oO 
ISN 0041 

OS/360 FORTRAN H 

C•~••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••*'***~!******!~*~•••••••••FUNOl 
C*j* •••FU~02 
C*.. ***FUN03 
C .. • THE PURPOSE OfF JS TO PROVIDE THE CCUPLED.DIFFERENTIAL. UofUNO't 
C••• EQUATiONS REQUIRED 8t RKGSOQ AND HAMMIN. CC~MO~ BL~K.FDATA IS ***fUN05 
C .. • REQUIRED •. S IS THE VALUE GF PSI AND G IS THE .VAlUE Cf GAMMA. ·••.•FUNQ6 
c••• R IS THE DISTANCE FROM PELLET CENTER, RELATIVE TO PEllET RACJUS. o .. fUNC7 
C•.. UOfUN08 
C••• STATEMENT NO. PURPOSE OF STATEMENT •••FUN09 
C••• ------------- -----------------'-----------.-,..-------- •••FuiflO 
C••• •••FUNU 
c; .. o 10 DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION FOR MACH NUHI)€,1, 11 .. oFuN·lz 
C .. • 20 DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION FOR RELATlVE OENSlTY, P * ... FUN13 
,.... 30 TEST FCR CONTINUITY AT M a 1.D+OO" . . U•fUN14 
C .. • 40 EQUATION FOR GIJ,Hi . . . * .. FUNlS 
c;ooo *o*FUN1b 
c••• . ~••FUN17 
C***********"*****"**"***"*************"****O*****!*****~*""*****"******"'*FUN18 

Fu~:TIO~ FIL,x,Y,JI . . . . . . •· . . . f0N19 
I" 1 1.1ClT REAL•BlA-H,Q-ZJ FUN20 
R-AL*8 M FUN21 
CC IHCil/FOATAIS,G,T,A,B,C,O FUN22 
CC .M.ON/HAMC.\T /CAl T .IFRKG ,LG FUN23 
OIMEN~ION Xlli,YI l005,ll FUN21t 
CAPXIT,rtAI=Il.OO-IRAI*~21**2*T FUN25 
lf!LC.EQ.41GO TO 40 FUN26 
A=l.O+OO FUN~7 
8•2 .D+OO FUN28 
M•YIJtll FUN29 
P=YIJo21 FUN30 
R=XIJJ FUN31 
IFIL-llltl0o20 FUN32 

1 WRITEib,61JoL FUN33 
b FOR14AT I 1H0,2Xo' ••• ERROR ••• AT STEP " ', 13 ,•, OJFF E(; CALLED = '.131 FUt134 

f;Q. C+O.J FUN35 
RETURN FUN36 

10 F•IS•IP*M*R*RI**3*1A+GOM*MI-M/Roi8+1G-AJ*H~MII/IA-M•HI FUN37 
RETUM~ FUN38 

20 CCNTINU~ FUN39 
IFIL-3125,30.1 FUN40 

25 F=5•P•~•H/IA~M•MI*IA/R-S*I?*R•Rl**31 FUN4l 
~ET~RN FUN42 

30 CONTINUE FUN43 
f'"l:. •1 ""'•~• K9t\i ••3•! A"G•M•M J-NIR* I D H G·· A I ~11•1111 F UN'•'• 
RETURN . FUN45 

40 CONT INU.E FUN'r6 
RA=X I J I F U1147 
IFIRA.GT.9.99~999990-il11CO TO 45 FUt148 
ONUo'l=.: APX IT, R,\1 + B•CAPX IT ,iL\l **Z+C/CAPX IT ,R A I+ 0 F UN4"9 
OENO"I 1.011/C:APXI T oRAl+ £!-'•· CO*C/CAPX IT, RA 1••3 J .. I 1. C0/3. CO I FUN 50 
F=ONU!i/OEtiO*A . FUN5i 
RETURN FUNSZ 

45 CONT l .. UE FUN 53 
F=O.CO fUNSi, 
RETURN . FUN55 
END FUN56 
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I 
I 

1 SN 'l002 
1SN.0003 
I SN 0004 
1 SN 0005 
1 SN OOOo 
1 SN 0007 
1 S~o~ 0008 
I SN 0009 
I SN 0010 
1 S.'i 0011 
1 SN 0012 
1SN 0013 
I SN 0014 
ISN 0015 
I SN 0017 
ISN 0018 
1 SN 0019 
I SN 0020 
1 SN 0022 
I S"l 0023 
1 SN OOZit 
1SN 0025 
1 SN OO;!o 
1 Sll 0027 
I £N OQZS 
l SN· 0029 
ISN 0030 
ISN 0031 
I SN 0032 

OS/360 fORTRAN H 

C••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• .. •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••GTHOl 
C••• •••GTH02 
C••• •••GTH03 
C .. • Tilt: PURPOSE Of THIS fUNCTION IS TO AIO IN THE CALCULATION. Of THE •••GTH04 
C••• REQUIRED PELLET VELOCITY BY CORRECTING fCA TEMPERATURE ANO •••GTHOS 
C••• DENSITY 01STR18UTION EffECTS~ •••GTH06 
C••• •••GTH07 
cooo •••GTH08 
C••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••GTH09 

fUNCTION GIT,HJ 
IMPLICIT REAL•81A-O,f-H,C•ZJ 
REAL'*8 KlllJ,KZili,K:lllloK'tllJ 
CCMMON/ HAMOA T /CR IT, l FR KG ,L 
COMMON Xll0051oYI1J05,21oE12J,XINIT 
1'1•1005 . 
NC=l 
l.a4. 
XI 1)aXINIT 
Yl1oll;o0.00 
NSAV•I 1.00-XIlJJ/H+l.lOO 

50 CONTINUE 
NaNSAV 
IFINSAV.CT.IOOOIN•1000 
DO 100 J=2oNo1 . 
CALL RKGS~~(J,X,Y,NC,H,EoKl,K2,K3,K~ 1HI 100 CCdH INUE 
IFINSAV.LE.1000JGO·TO 150 
.'4SAV=NSAV-999 
Xlli=XINI 
Y!loli=YIN,ll 
GO TO 50 

150 COIH INUE 
Hllcn=1.00-;((NJ 
N=N •1 

. C:.LL RKGSOQ(N,X,Y,NC,~INEW,f,Kl,K2,K3,K4,MI 
C=YI Noll 
RETU~N. 
END. 

J5 

GTHlO 
G THll 
GTH12 
GTH13 
GTHl4 
GTHlS 
GTH16 
GTH17 
GTH18 
GTH19 
GTH20 
GTH21 
GTH22 
GTH23 
GTH24 
GTH25 
GTH26 
GTH27 
GTH28 
G Tli.29 
GTH30 
GTtiH 
GTH32 
GTH33 
I.OIH3't 
G IH3S. 
GTH36 
GTH37 
GTH38 



I Sri 0002 

I SN .000) 

I SN 0004 
I SN 0005 

I SN OOOb 
I SN 0007 
I s·N 0008 
I SN 0009 
I SN. 0010 
ISN ~011 
I SN 0012 

OS/360 FORTRAN H 

C*************~***~*********************~~***~**~*~************************PCOOS 
c••• c••• 
c••• 
c••• 
c••• 
c••• 
c••• 
c••• 
c••• c ••• 

. c••• 
c••• c••• , ... 
c••• c••• c••• 
c••• c••• 
c••• c••• 
c••• c••• c••• 
c••• c••• c••• 
c••• 
co•• 
c .. ~ 
c••• ., ... 
c••• 
c••• , .. . , .. . 
c••• 

THE PURPOSE OF HAMMIN IS TO SOLVE A SET OF SIHULTANECUS FIRST 
ORDER FUNCTlONAlS Of Y loiiTH RESPECT TO X USING HAMMING'S FIFTH 
ORDER PREOICTOR-CCRRECTOR. FOURTH ORDER RUNGA-KUTTA-CILL 
PROVIDES STARTING VALuES WHICH ARE ITERATED UPON 8Y TrlREE OTHER 
INTEGRATION FORMULAE$ UNTIL A CONSISTENT STARTER IS OBTAINED. 

XO a INITIAL. VALUE CF X. 

YO • ARRAY OF INITIAL Y-VALUES. 

NCo NUMBER OF COUPLED ECUATIONS. 

H = INTEuRATION INCREMENT 

N a NUMBER OF INTEGRATIONS TO BE PERFGRMED. 

Al 1 A2" PREDICTOR-CORRECTOR PARAMETERS TO BE CHOSEN BY USER. 

ERR ,;, CONV ERGENGE PARAMETER fOR STARTER. 

X " ARRAY CF X-VALUES 

Y" 2-DIHENSICNAL ARRAY CF Y-VALUES. 

IER '"ERRCR i'ARAMETER. IF IER=O, INTEGRAL INSIDE OF ASSYMPTOTES. 
IF IER=1, STARTER FAILED TO CONVERGE. 
lF l ER=2, IN TECRAL Dl ~ERGE S. 

YC,~l,W2,W3,W4,E " WORK ARRAYS OF LENGTH NC. 

YP,ER = WCRK ARRAY CF 111Nl11UH SIZE (4,NCI. 

Nu • DlHENSICN SIZE OF Y IN MAIN PROGRAM. 

... *PCOlO 
** *PCO 15 
•••PC020 
•••PC025 
•*•PCOJO 
***PC035 
* .. PCOioO 
•••PC045 
.. *PC050 
*-4!*PC055 
***PCObO 
•••PC0b5 
.. •PC070 
***PC075 
•••PC080 
.. •PC085 
***PCO'lO 
***PCO'iS 
**•PCl 00 
•••PCl OS 
.tupcuo 
*"'•PCllS 
***PC120 
U•PC12S 
.,.•PC130 
***PC 135 
.. •PC140 
UOPC145 
*"*PC150 
***PC 155 
*"'*PC 160 
***PC165 
***PC170 
•upc 175 
UOOPC180 
.,.*PC ISS 
.. *PC 190 

C~•• TO CET DOUBLE PRECISION V~RSIQN, REMOVE C'S FROM PC240 ANO PC245. ••~PC195 
,.... U*PCZOO 
t••• '**PCZ05 
C****••••••••••••••••••••••••••••~•••*•••••••••••••••••*•$••••••••o••••••••PC210 

SUBROUTINE HA11MINIXO,YO,~C,N,H,Al,A2,ERR,X,Y,lER,YP,YC,~l,W2,~3,W4 PCZ15 
s,E,ER,o~DI PCZZO 
REAL•S XQ,YO,H,Al,AZ,X,Y,YP,YC,Wl,W2,w3,h4,Cl,C2,C3,C4,C5,Cb,C7,EP ~•PC225 

s,EC,AO,S0,81;az,BJ,BCNl,BC0,8CloBCZ,CRIT,f **PC230 
C011HCN/HAHC•\ T /CR IT ,JFRKG ,LGJ 33 3 *I'C235 
DIMENSION YOI11oXIlloYIND.lloYP( 4,li,YCIII,Eili,WH11,W21li,W3111 PC240 

S,W41 11 ,ERI 4,11 PC2't5 
lER=O PC250 
C 1=9.(h00 PC255 
C2:o 19.D+OO PCZbO 
C3=5 ,1)+00 PC265 
C4=24.D+OO PC270 
C5=4.0+1l0 PC275 
C6=3.0+00 PC280 
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I SN 0013 
I SN 0014 
I SN 0015 
I SN 0016 
I SN 0017 
I SN 0018 
I SN 0019 
I SN 0020 
I SN 0021 
I SN 0022 
I SN 0023 
I SN 0024 
ISN 0025 
I SN 0027 
I SN 0028 
I SN 0029 
I SN 0030 
I SN 0031 
I SN 0032 
ISN 0033 
I SN 0034 
I SN 0035 
I $.'4 0036 
I SN 0037 
I SN 0038 

ISN 0039 
I SN 0040 

I SN 0041 
I SN 0042 
ISN 0043 
I SN 0044 
I SN 0045 
i.SN uo4"' 
I SN 0047 
ISN 0048 
I SN 0049 
I SN 0051 
ISN l)052 
I SN 0053 
I SN 0054 
I Sll 0056 
I SN 0058 
I SN 0059 
I SN 0060 
I SN ocit>l 
ISN ooo2 
1 s~~ ooo3 
I SN 0064 
ISN 0065 
I· SN 0066 
ISN 0067 
I SN 0068 
I SN 0069 

I SN 0070 
I Sll 0071 

I 
I 

C7•8.0+00 
EP~C2.510+02-C2*Al-C7•A21/6,0+00 
EC•(-C2+1l.O+OO*A1-C7*A21/6.0+00 
AO•l.O+OO-Al-A2 
BO=C SS.O+OO+Cl•Al+C7•A21/C4 . 
Bl•I-S9.0+00+CZ*A1+32.0+00*Ali/C~ 
82•137.D+OQ-C3•A1+C7•A2J/C4 
83~ 1Al-Cli/C4 · 
8CNl•IC1-AII/C~ 
BCOaCC2+13.D+OO•A1+C7*A2J/C~ 
8C1=1-C3+1J,O+OO•A1+32.0+00*A2J/C4 
8C2=C1.0+00-Al+C7•A21/C4 
IFC IFRKG,GE.OICO TO 155 
XC11.,XO 
CO 100 L•leNCol 
Ylloll .. YOILI 

100 CGNJ IIIUE 
DO 115 J=2 ,4 ol 
CAL~ RKGSOQCJoXoY,NC,H,E,WloW2eW3,W4,NOI 

1·15 CCI:T I NUE 
JC 'ECK=O 

120 Cr.,riNUE 
JC' ~CK=JCHECK+l 
00 1 30 L;, 1 , NC , l 
YPC2otl•YiloLJ +H•ICl*FCL 1 XoYoli+C2*FIL,XoYo21-C3*FIL~X,Y,JI+Fit, 

sx.Y,4li/C4 
YP13,LI=YCl,LI +H*IFIL,XoYo11+C5*FILoXoYo21+F.ILoXoYo311/C6 
Y PI 4 , Ll = Y I 1 , U +H *If C L , X o Y e1 I+ C C. • C F I L , X, Yo 2 I+ F IL , X o Y ,3 I I +F I l oX, Y 

So'ol IIC7•C6 
DO 125 J•2o4rl 
EKIJoLI=IYIJrli-YP!J,LII/YIJoLI 
ERIJrll•ABSCERIJoLI1 

125 CONTINUE 
130 CCNT INUE 

IT u:; T•O 
00 140 L=loNC el 
00 13 5 J = 2 • ,, • 1 
IFIERCJ,LI.GT.ERRJITEST~l 

YCJ,LJ=YP!Joll 
135 CCNTINUE 
140 CONTINUE 

IFIJCHECK.GE.500IGG TO 1.5 
IFIITEST.EQ,JIGU TO 120 

145 00 15J l~1,NC,l 
YPI 1oll=O.O+OO 
YCC l 1=0,0+00 

15 0 C GNT I NUE 
155 CONTINUE 

DO 300 J=4oNol 
XI J+ 11 =XC J I +If 
DO 175 l= 1 1 NC ol 
YPC Z oll=YP Cl, Ll 

17 ~ CCII T INUE 
00 200 L=1 ,NCol 
yp ( 1 rl I =AO•Y c J oll +Al•Y (J-l ol I .. J\2 •v ( J-2 i LJ+ti'O c·eo•F( L I x, y ,J I +ti1•FI L, 

$X,Y,J-11+BZ*FILoXoYoJ-2l+83•FCL,X,Y,J-3ll 
200 CC.NT INUE 

00 225 L=loNCel 
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PC285 
PC290 
PC295 
PC300 
PC.30S 
PC310 
PC315 
PC320 
PCJZ5 
PC330 
PC335 
PC HO 
PC345 
PC350 
PC355 
PC360 
PC365 
PC370 
PC375 
PC3l:IO 
PC385 
PC390 
PC3<;5 
PC400 
PC405 
PC410 
PC415 
PC420 
PC425 
PC4.30 
PC435 
PC 1t40 
PC 1t't5 
I" I';"~{) 
PC455 
PC460 
PC465 
PC470 
PC475 
PC480 
PC'r85 
PC490 
PC'•95 
PC 500 
PCSOS 
PC.~lO 
PC5l5 
PC520 
i>C 5 25 
PO 30 
PC5:3:; 
PC 540 
PC s:,s 
PC550 
PC 355 
PC560 
PC565 
l'C570 



I SN 0072 
I SN 0073 
I SN OOh 
I SN 0075 

I SN 0076 
ISN 0077 
isN ob78 
l SN 0079 
I SN 0080 
I SN 0031 

.1SN008Z 
1 SN 0083 
I SN 0084 
ISN 0085 
t SN 0086 

Yl J + 1, Ll ".YP I 1 ; Ll- ( EP II E P-ECJ J • f Y P 12 oli-Y Cl L I J 
225 CONTINUE 

00 ~50 i•1,NCe1 . . 
YCILi•AO•YCJ,LI+A1~YIJ-l,LI+AZ•YCJ-Z,LI+H•i8CNi•FIL,X;Y,J+li~BC~•F 

IIL,X,Y.,JI+SCl•FILoXoYoJ-li+BCZ•FIL,x,Y,J-211 . 
250 CONTINUE 

00 Z 7 5 L·= 1 , NC , 1 
YIJ+l,LI=YCiLJ~IEC/CEP-ECII•IYPiloli-YCilll 

27 5 CONTINUE 
IFIJ-NI285,300,400 

285 COIH INUE 
300 CCJNT INUE 

lER= IT EST 
400 N=N+ 1 

RETURN 
£NO 
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PC575 
PC580 
PC5es 
PC590 
PC595 
PC600 
PC605 
PC610 
PC61S 
PC620 
PC625 
PC635 
PC640 
P.C645 
PC650 
PC670 



I 
I 

I SN 0002 
I SN 0003 

1 s~: ~OO'• 
ISNCOOS 
ISN 0006 
I SN 0007 
I SN 00': 9 
I SN 0009 
I SN 0010 
ISNOOll 
!SN0012 
I SN 0013 
ISN 0014 
I SN 0015 
I SN 0016 
I SN 0 017 
I SN 0018 
I SN 0 019 
I SI'J 'JOZO 
I SN 0021 
I SN 0022 
ISN 0023 
ISN OvZ4 
I SN 0025 
1 SN oo·z6 

OS/360 FORTRAN H 

C••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• .. •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••RK 01 
C••• •••RK 02 
C••• •••RK 03 C••• THE PURPOSE OF RKGSOQ IS TO SCLVEo uSING RUNGA-KUTTA-Glllo A SET •••RK 0~ 
C .. • OF SlMULTANECUS OlFFERENTl.AL EQUATIONS, WHICH AF.c FIRST ORDER IN •••RK 05 
C•~• A COMMON IOUHMYI VARIABLE. THE QUADRATURE IS FOURTH ORDER. •••RK 06 
C••• •••RK 07 
c••• •••RK ca 
C••• J IS THE ITERATE OF Y 8E1NG SOLVED. •••RK 09 c••• •••RK 10 · 
C•v• XIJI IS THE DUMMY VARIABLE. •••RK 11 
C••• .. •RK 12 
C••• YlloJI !S THE SCLUT!ON TO THE L'TH DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION. ..•RK 13 
C••• .. •RK U C••• N IS THE NUMBER OF SIMULTANEOUS OIFFERE~TlAL EtUAT!CNS. •••RK 15 
C••• •••RK 16 
C .. • HIS THE INCREMENT TQ BE ADDEO TO XIJ-lJ TO GET XIJI.- ... RK 17 
C••• ... RK 18 
C••• E lS A PARAMETER USED IN THE RULE OF COLLATZo CF LENCTH,N. •••RK 19 
t••• •••RK 20 
C .. • Kl IS A REAL WORK ARRAY OF LENGTII, N. •uRK 21 
C••• •••RK 22 
C••• KZ IS A REAL WORK ARRAY OF LENGTH, N. •••RK 23 
C••• •••RK·2~ 
C••• K3 IS A REAL WORK ARRAY OF LENGTH, N. •••RK 25 
t••• •••RK 26· 
C••• K4 IS A REAL WORK ARRAY OF LENGTH, N. ' ***RK' 21 
C''* •••RK·28 c••• •••RK.29 
C••~•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••~••••••••••~••••••••RK.JO 

SUBROUTINE RKGSOQIJ~X,Y~N,H,EoK1,KZ,K3oK4,HI . RK.31 
REAL•d X, Y, Ho Kl, KZ oK3 ,K'•• A.'IC, AOOoAMS, AMoAO tAX oF R'K ·:3.Z 

C REAL Kl,K2oK3rK~ RK.33 
DI:·:C~;$!Ct: Xlllt'fiHolloElll,Kllli,KZI1lriOC1l,i<.:.lll R'i< 34 
A~O=Z.D+OO . RK 35 
A00=1.0+00tOSQRT(5.D-Oll RK 36 
AHS= 5. D-O l-OS QRT IS .0-011 RK 3 7 
AH=Z.O+OO-OSQRTlZ.D+OOI RK 38 
AD=2.0+00+0SQRTIZ.O+OOI RK 39 
AX=6 .0+00 RK 40 
XIJI=X(J-11 RK 41 
00 100 L=loN.l RK 42 
YtJ,LI=YCJ-1oLI RK 43 

100 CCNTINUE RK 44 
00 l10 L=l,No1 RK 45 
Kllll•FILrXoYtJI*H RK ~6 

110 CLrH INlJE RK 47 
DO 120 L=l,N 1 l .RK 4d 
Y(J,Ll=YIJ,Ll+(Kl(Ll/AHDI RK 49 

120 CONT l'lUE RK SO 
XIJI=XIJI+(H/AMOI RK 51 
00 lJO L"loNol RK 51 
KZIL.J=FILoXrY,Jl*H RK 53 

130 CUNT INUE RK 54 
Oti 140 L=1,N.l RK 55 
YIJoll•~IJ,LitiKZCLl-Klllll*I4MO-AOO' RK 56 
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I SN 0027 140 C.ONT INUE · 
RK 57 I SN 0028 DO ISO ~=1,N,1 
RK 58 I SN OQ29 K3Cli=F!L,X,Y,JI*H 
RK 59 : ~~ g~~~ 150 CONf INUE 
RK 60 DO 160 l=1,Nol 
RK 61 I SN 0032 Y~Joli•Y!J,li+AH~*K11li~K21LI+AOO+K3!ll 
RK 62 I SN 0033 160 CGNTINUi ., .. 
RK 63 ISN 003/o XI Jl=Xi J-l)+H 
RK 64 ISN 0035 OQ 1 70 l= l, N, 1 
RK 65 I SN 003b K'olll•FiloXoYoJJ+H 
RK 66 ISN DOlT 170 CONTINUE 
RK 67 I SN 0038 00 180 l=1oNol 
RK 68 I SN 0039 Y!Joll•YIJ-l,li+(Kl(Ll+AH+K21li+AO+K31li+K4!LII/AX. RK 69 c Elll=IK21ll-K31Lli/IK21LI-Klllll 
RK 70" c e 1 u =A as 1 e 11.1 1 
RK 7i I SN 0040 180 CONTINUE 
.(:I!( 72 ISN OO~t1 RETURi\1 
"RK 73 I SN o.o.~oz END 
ilK 74 
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Appendix II. Determination of Pellet-Surface Hach Number. 

Although the appropriate value for the pellet-surface Mach number, 

M(t)lr=l = M
0

, can be determined, in· principle, by a trial-and-error 

·approach, the computational effort involved may turn out to be very sub-

stantial and perhaps_ prohibitively expensive. The degree and severity 

of this concomitant practical difficulty tends to increase with increasing 

values of the heating parameter, c;_. While such a trial-find-error approach 

is perhaps viable for the heating-parameter values considered by Milora 

and Foster (E,; = 10, 100, 1000), the corresponding heating parameter for 

CTHR (f,;~l5300) is much larger and a .more sophisticated semi-analytical 

method meri.ts serious consideration. 

The given system of differential .equations to be solved is comprised 

of equations (6) and (7), i. e., 

2+(y-l)M 2 ) 

do 
dr 

t -
(ti) 

(7). 

The relevant boundary conditions, expressed by equations (8a) and (8b), are 

~(t)lt=l = 1 (8a) 

and 

M = lim M(t) = IS/x 
::0 

(8'b) 

However, the companion condition 

M(t) lr=l = Mo (9) 

\ is not given in terms of a known boundary value. Thus, immediate numerical 

integration is precluded, save for a trial-and-error approach in which one 

tries to guess the correct value of M • 
0 
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Several other conditions must be satisfied on physical grounds. First 

of all, 

dM 
d~ 

> 0 (10) 

which implies, as noted by Milora and Foster, that the bracket expression on 

the right-hand side of equation (6) must be positive .at subsonic velocities, 

where M<l, and negative at supersonic velocities, for which M>l; at the 

sound barrier, characterized by the Mach-number value M=Ml :;~, the expression 

must vanish to preclude an unacceptable singularity. Similarly, on~ must. 

expect that 

(11~ 

to avoid a condition which would trigger recoalescence; correspondingly, the 

bracket term on the right-hand side of equation (7) must be negative when M<l, 

zero when H=M1 =1, and positive when M>l. 

The last sound-barrier condition, which requires that 

·(l - ~ <~rz) 3) "" o 
f' M=l 

(12) 

to prevent a physically unacceptable singularity, provides the motive for 

introducing the substitution 

~ = n ~-1/3 f'-7/3 (lJ), 

where n = n(f') represents a new dependent variable. From equation (13) it 

follows .by rearrangement that 
3 

=..!}_ (14). 
r 

Consequently, the sound-barrier condition reflected in M=M
1

=1, equation (12), 

can be reformulated as 

(15) 
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where~= r(M) is the inverse function of M = M(r); thus the sound-

barrier vc;tlye of the new varfr~bl~ n is known to be unity. 

Pursuant to the substitution given in eqution (13), the differential 

equations (6) and (7) can be rewritten in terms of the variables r, M, 

and n; one finds easily: 

dn -= 
(16) 

dM -= u 
dr (17) 

The two polynomials U = (M,n) and V = V(M,n), introduced for convenience 

in notation, are defined uniquely by virtue of the identities in equations !'· 

(17) and (16), respectively. By introducing the further simple trans-

formation 

s = ln t (18) 

one obtains an autonomous system of differential equations, name.ly: 

dn [7- M2 (1+6n 3)]n v -- = -ds 
3(1 - M2) 1-M2 (19) 

d.J.'1 {2 - M2 r (l+n 3) y (l-M2n 3) )}M u -= ---2 ds 
1 - M2 -

1-M 
(20). 

Then, elimination of the parametric variable s froni these equations yields · 

dM 
dn 

? 3 2 3 
3M{2 - M-[ (l+n ) - y(1-H n ) ]} 

2 3 n [ 7 - ~1 ( 1 +6 n ) ] 

u 
v (21). 

By w<;ly of their de.finition, the polynoini.ils U = U(M,n) and V = V(M,n) 

represent the numerator and denominator of the given fraction, respectively. 

This formulation of the problem at hand allows the application of 

standard methods germane to the theory of nonlinear differential· equations, 

particularly geometric considerations developed originally by Poincare and 
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Liapounov (see, for example, Chapter 9 in "Elementa~y Differential Equations 
j 

·fln:d Boundary Value Problems" by W. E. Boyce and R. C. DiPrima, John Wiley 

& Sons, 3rd edition, 1977). 

The regime of physical interest is contained in the positive real do-

~ain of the variables, that is, where M>O and n>O; this domain is bounded 

J:>y the two obvious solutions M=O when n>O and n=O when M>O; with the 

~rigin M=O and n=O being a critical point (readily recogni~ed on geo

metric grounds to be a saddle point). Within the positive real domain, 
~~ 
there are two critical points at which the numerator and denominator on 

jthe right-hand side of equation (21) vanish simultaneously. Solution of 
:I 

~he appropriate simultaneous algebraic equations yields readily the critical
~ 
j. 

~oint coordinate values. 
·~ 
·~r 
~ 
;. 

One of these critical points is given by 
3 nco = /r-:-(7=-y--~5 ,-) /"""3-:-0 M = /5/y 

00 
and 

· (22a) 

~ 

~omparison with equation (8b) reveals that this critical point matches the 

~symptotic limit as lim f -+ 00 • It is easy to show that the condition 
~ . 

{ 
! 

3·,...,.....-.,...,...~.,-
noo = lim n(t) = 1(7y-5) /30 

·r-+<» 
(23) 

~s, indeed, the appropriate condition for the asymptotically stable solution 

c * as suggested by Milora and Foster. 
) 
~ ' 

Thus, this critical point must be the 

!1. 
~symptotic limit of the desired solution; the asymptotic expression 

tcr>-n ~- 113 . r- 713 
00 

(24) 

follows by substitution into equation (13). This guarantees the necessary con-

00 

vergence of the improper integral defining f(~) = f 
1 

~(f) df. For the specific 

case at hand in this report, y=7/S,· then M.~1.88982 and n .=.0.54288. 
00 ' 00 

* Assuming .M-M
00

, one obtains readily 
tion (2). Subsequent substitution 
with equation (24). 
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I 
The ottier critical point is fo/nd 

M1 = 1 and 
I 

n ;.., 1 
1 

! 

to be at 

(22b). 

Comparison with equation (1.5) /shows that this critical point represents the 

sound-barrier condition. Therefore, it must be contained in the solution 
! 

being sought. 

To exploit this most essential feature, the specific character of this 

critical point must be.explored in detaiL In a sufficiently small vicinity 

of the critical point, with M"'l+IJ and n"l+e:, the linear autonomous sys-

tem of differential equations 

de: 
dT ::: 18e: + l4iJ 

du = -9(y+l)e: + 6(y+2)1J 
d't 

(25a) 

(25b) 

where T is a suitable parameter, is mathematically equivalent with the 

differential equation (21) being investigated. The concomitant charac-

tetistic equ::~tion ;::-

A2 - 6(y-l) + 18(y-5) = 0 (26) 

has the two distinct characteristic roots 

(27a) 

and . 

(27b) 

Since the specific-heat ratio y=(v+2)/v, where the integer v~3 is the 

number of degrees of freedom for the gas-molecule motion, is thus bounded 

on physical grounds by l<y~5/3, it follows that their product is negative, i~e., 

(28)' 

so that the two characteristic roots are of the opposite sign. Consequently, 

the critical point of interest is diagnosed to be a saddle point. 

To determine the slopes ~l' = dM/dn for the two solutions traversing 

the saddle point, let the differential equation (21) be rewritten as 
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V(~) + U ~ 0 (29), 

where U and V represent the numerator and denominator of the fraction on the 

right-hand side, resp~ctively, When evaluated at the critical point, both 

coefficients U and V vanish, of co~rse, and equ.ation (~9) degenerates :J.nto 

a trivial identi~y. ·Differentiation of equation (29),while regarding n as 

the independent.variable and M = M(n) as the dependent variable yields 

(30), 

where the coefficients can be determined easily b~ partial differe~tiation 

of U = U(M,n) an~ V = V(M~n). At, the critical pqi~t, th~ coefficient Vis 

known to vani~h and equation (30). becomes a quadratic equatio~ for the saddle 

2 point slope M~ ; .after straightforward but slightly tedious mathematical 

manipulations to evaluate the relevant coefficients at the saddle point one 

finds 

14 M' 2 + 6(y+5)M' + 9(y+l) = 0 
s . s 

(31); 

the concomitant solutions are then 

(32a) 

and 

(32b) 

The product of these two roots is certainly positive, because of 

(33). 

Since it is obvious that M~2>0 based on simple inspect~on of the expression 

(32b), it follows pursuant to equation.(33) that M~ 1<0; it is furth,ermore 

evident readily that M~ 1>M~ 2 • Consequently, 

0 > M' > M' sl · s2 
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r-·. 
For the specific case at hand in this report, y=7/5, thus M~ 1~-0.79009 

and M~ 2=-1.95277; their relative magnitude is obviously in accordance 

with inequality (34). 

·With the two saddle-point slopes known, there ·are but two different 

solutions of the differential equation (21) which satisfy the already 
. 

established condition that the saddle point must be part of the solution. 

One of these two. solutions is then, of course, the physically realistic 

solution being sought here; which of these two possible solutions remains 

to be determined. To this end, a quite detailed analysis, straightforward 

in principle but rather tedious and cumbersome in practice, must be carried 

out, involving exploraticm of the isoclines dM/dn = 0, for which U = U(M,n) = 0, 

and dn/dM = 0, for which V = V(M,n) = 0, subsequent determination of regio'ns 

in terms of the sign the values of the polynomials U ~ U(M,n) and V = V(M,n) 

assume in such regions within. the positive real domain for the variables M and 

n, in combination with a distinction between subsonic. and supersonic regimes, 

2 ' 2 in which (1-M )>0 or (1-M )<0, respectively. By virtue of equations (21), (17), 

and (16) the results of such an analysis permit a solution to be characterized 

in terms of the sign for the deriviatives dM/dn, dM/dt, and dn/d~. Further-

more, one can infer by differentiation of equation (13) that 

dp/dt = [ dn/dt - 7n/3t]~-l/ 3r- 7 / 3<o whenever dp/dr<O; however no conclusion 

may be drawn regarding the sign of the derivative d~/dt when dn/dr>O. 

When the procedure just outlined is applied for the solution with the 

steeper negative slope, namely M~2 = -3[(y+ 5) + '/(y-2)2 + 7]/14, at the 

saddle point, it reveals as the essential feature that·dM/dt<O. This is 

exactly contrary to the constraining condition set forth in ineq~ality (10). 

Consequently, this particular c:hoice among the two mathematically pos,sible 

saddle-point solutions must be rejected as physically unrealistic in its 

consequences. 
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By process of elimination, the alternate possibility left for practical 
. ' . 

consideration is represented by the solution with the shallower negative slope, 

namely M' = -3[(y+5) - /(y-2) 2 + 7]/14, at the. saddle point. In this case, 
sl . . 

the results of th.e analysis employing the procedure outlined above shows that 

d.M' /dt>O, dn/dt<O, and dt5/dt<O in agreement with the physical-constraint 

conditions stated in inequalities (10) and (11). Thus, the desired solution 

compatible with physical reality exists indeed and has been duly identified. 

The analysis indicates also that dM/dn<O, which means that the solution 

of interest is represented by a monotone decreasing function M=M(n). 

With the acquired knowledge about ~~e ,saddl~-point characteristics, the 

differential equation. (21) can be integrated numerically commencing at the 

saddle point at M=M
1

=1 and n=n
1

=1 with slope M~1 = -3[(y+5) - l(y-2) 2 + 7]/14. 

For the present work, two fourth-order schemes of numerical integration 

were chosen: the standard fourth-order Runge-Kutta method and Gill's 

modified method (see Chapter 25, entries 25.5.10 and 25.5.12 in "Handbook 

of Nathematical Functions," edited by M. Abramowitz and I. A. Stegun, 

9th printing, Dover Publications, Inc., 1972). Naturally~ the numerical 

solutions for this report were carried out for this specific case at 

hand, where y=7/5 as appropriate .for gas with diatomic molecules. 

The results of the numerical solution thus obtained are graphically illus~ 

trated in Figure A; within the limits of numerical precision attainable 

in the computations, the results from both numerical-integration schemes 

were found to be in agreement. 

The value of the acquired solution M=M(n) of differential equation 

(21) corresponding. to the pellet-surface condition· where t=t =1 and jS=p =1, 
0 0 

provides the desired pellet-surface condition given in equation (Sa) into· 

equation (13) yields. the pellet-surface value 
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(35); 

using the solution M=M(n) one obtains then for th~ pellet-surface Mach number 

the value 

M = M(n)l ~ M(n) o n=n o 
0 

(36). 

Obviously, this process for determining the pellet-surface Mach number M 
0 

required that differential equation (21) be integrated ndmerically over the 

interval 
: 3r._ 

l=n 1~n~n0=Y~, starting at the saddle point, where M=M1=1 and 

· n=n 1=1, with slope M~ 1 = -3[ (y+5) - l(y-2) 2+ 7]/14. 

As a corollary note, the veracity of the original conjecture, that the 

trial-and-error approach for determining the pellet-surface Mach.number M 
. 0 

becomes less attractive and viablewith increasing heating-parameter values 

~, can now be elucidated as follows. After choosing, by way of a guess, at 

tentative value of M , the trial-and-error method is tantamount mathematically 
0 

to the numerical integration of differential equation (21) in the reverse ' . 
3 

direction, commencing at the pellet surface, where n=n =~, and proceeding 
0 . 

towards the sound barrier value, whe~e n=n
1
=l, in the h<;>pe of meeting the 

desired target given as the saddle point. Clearly, .the computational effort 

\vill increase and the chance o~ a lucky bullseye hit. will decrease as the dis-

tance from the starting point to the target grows with increasing values of 

the heating parameter ~. 

One final remark is in order. Determination of the pellet-surface 

Mach number M is not an end in itself, but the starting point for the 
0 

numerical evaluation of various physical parameters~ such as M(f'), p(f), 

and f(~) =J~ p(r) dt. For the results presented in 'this report, these 

parameters were obtained by numerical int~grations starting with a predictor-

corrector scheme applied to the system of simultaneous differential equa-
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tions (6) and (7). This approach was motivated in terms of convenience 

and expedience by the ready availability of a directly applicable computer 

code, which had been established to support an ill-fated attempt to imple-

ment the trial-and~error approach of finding M • The authors realize 
0 ' 

that other avenues, perhaps conceptually and computationally simpler, 

could have been taken. For example, use of the suggested technique for 

determining M entails numerical knowledge of the solution H=M(n) of the 
0 

differential 'equation (21) in the interval l=n 1~n~n as the result of a 
. 0 

numerical-integration process; one could use the same scheme to·. find · 

M=M(n) also in the interval l=n 1~n~n~, commencing the numerical

integration scheme once more at the saddle point, where M=M
1
=1 and 

11=n
1

=1, with the known slope M;
1 

= -3((y+5) - t(y-2) 2 + 7]/14. Upon 

substitution of M=M(n) into differential equation (16)., ~he function 

11=n(f) can be fqund by separation of variables and simple quadrature; 

· p (t) is then obtained using equation (13). Finally, determination of 

00 

f(;) = 1
1 

p(f) dr requires another simple quadrature, and M(r) is con-

structed by substitution of n=n(r) into M=N(n), i.e., M(r)=M(Il(r))·. 
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Figure A. Solution of differential equation (21) fbr the 
physically realistic sound-barrier conditions. 
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